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Abstract13

Purpose MR-guided radiotherapy has different requirements for the images than diag-14

nostic radiology, thus requiring development of novel imaging sequences. MRI simula-15

tion is an excellent tool for optimising these new sequences, however currently available16

software does not provide all the necessary features. In this paper we present a digital17

framework for testing MRI sequences that incorporates anatomical structure, respira-18

tory motion and realistic presentation of MR physics.19

Methods The extended Cardiac-Torso (XCAT) software was used to create T1, T220

and proton density maps that formed the anatomical structure of the phantom. Res-21

piratory motion model was based on the XCAT deformation vector fields, modified to22

create a motion model driven by a respiration signal. MRI simulation was carried out23

with JEMRIS, an open source Bloch simulator. We developed an extension for JEM-24

RIS, which calculates the motion of each spin independently, allowing for deformable25

motion.26

Results The performance of the framework was demonstrated through simulating the27

acquisition of a 2D cine and demonstrating expected motion ghosts from T2 weighted28

spin echo acquisitions with different respiratory patterns. All simulations were consis-29

tent with behaviour previously described in literature. Simulations with deformable30

motion were not more time consuming than with rigid motion.31

Conclusions We present a deformable 4D digital phantom framework for MR sequence32

development. The framework incorporates anatomical structure, realistic breathing33

patterns, deformable motion and Bloch simulation to achieve accurate simulation of34

MRI. This method is particularly relevant for testing novel imaging sequences for the35

purpose of MR-guided radiotherapy in lungs and abdomen.36

37

38

39
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4D Phantom for MRI Sequence Development page 1

I. Introduction42

Lung cancer remains one of the most common types of cancer, with 2 million people world-43

wide receiving the diagnosis in 20181. The recently developed MR-linac for radiotherapy44

offers new treatment opportunities for lung cancer patients2,3, but also presents new chal-45

lenges requiring novel imaging approaches.46

Currently a treatment fraction on MR-linac can last up to an hour2,3, compared to47

10-15 minutes when treated on a conventional linac. Patients spend most of this time in an48

uncomfortable treatment position, resulting in fatigue or even the need to stop the treatment49

in the middle of a fraction3. To make the treatment easier to tolerate, the overall time must50

be reduced considerably, which includes reducing the scan time. For this reason, optimising51

MR sequences for the task of image guided radiotherapy is important. Spatial accuracy is an52

important consideration for radiotherapy, as the images are used to plan the treatment, align53

the plan to the patient anatomy at the start of a fraction and track the tumour position54

during delivery. Due to the presence of organs that are extremely sensitive to radiation,55

dose shifts as small as 1 mm can lead to worse patient outcomes4,5. Additionally low proton56

density in the lungs and respiratory motion can also affect image quality and introduce57

artefacts.58

A number of methods are available for testing and optimising novel MRI sequences.59

Patients or healthy volunteers can be scanned, however there is no way of knowing what60

the true anatomy looked like during imaging. Two subsequent scans are not always directly61

comparable due to shifts and deformations in internal organ position in part caused by res-62

piratory motion. Physical phantoms solve both of those problems, but most phantoms only63

feature simple one-dimensional movement and lack anatomical structure. MR simulation64

offers an alternative method for testing new sequences during development. The gold stan-65

dard for MR simulation is Bloch simulation, which is based on numerical solutions to the66

Bloch equations. These simulators require extensive computational power, but can simulate67

more aspects of MR physics than analytical models. A number of different implementations68

exist6 7 8, some of these can simulate rigid motion, however none incorporate deformable69

motion. Rigid motion is suitable for simulating some scenarios, such as the patient moving70

their head during a brain scan, however respiratory motion is more complex and involves71

deformations in addition to displacements. Thus there is currently no way to perform Bloch72
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4D Phantom for MRI Sequence Development page 2

simulations of lung MR with realistic presentation of artefacts that arise from respiratory73

motion.74

Therefore there is a need for a digital phantom for MR simulation, that is anatomi-75

cally accurate, incorporates realistic breathing patterns, and allows deformable motion. In76

this project, we describe the creation of a new digital phantom framework combining the77

Extended Cardiac Torso Phantom9 (XCAT) digital human model with a version of the JEM-78

RIS6 Bloch simulator modified to support deformable motion. This work is an extension79

of a previous conference publication10, with a more efficient and realistic motion model, a80

detailed description of the implementation and additional experiments.81

II. Materials and Methods82

II.A. XCAT83

A schematic of the framework is provided in Figure 1. The first stage incorporates the84

XCAT software, which was designed for creating 4D anthropomorphic phantoms for imaging85

research. It is based on the Visible Male and Female anatomical datasets from the National86

Library of Medicine, which have been segmented and turned into nonuniform rational B-87

spline and subdivision surfaces. To generate an instance of the XCAT phantom, the software88

modifies these surfaces based on user-defined parameters, which specify body measurements,89

organ volumes and other variables. In our framework separate T1,T2 and proton density90

maps were generated. The corresponding values for each tissue were taken from Paganelli91

et al11 and the MRI Toolbox parameter database12 and included in the parameter files92

(example parameter files are provided as supplementary files). T2 values were substituted93

for T2* as a complete set of data was not available. The generated maps were packaged into94

a JEMRIS sample file.95

II.B. Motion Model96

XCAT is also capable of simulating breathing motion based on respiratory mechanics and can97

be used to generate deformation vector fields (DVFs) of the phantom. Chest and diaphragm98

motion traces can be defined as inputs into the phantom, allowing for irregular and variable99
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4D Phantom for MRI Sequence Development page 3

breathing motion which can include intra-cycle variation (hysteresis). The previous iteration100

of our framework used these DVFs for simulation. However the software generates full DVFs101

for each time point, which is inconvenient for storage, as simulating an average 4 minute scan102

would require 400 frames. Furthermore, the DVFs output by the XCAT phantom directly103

may show inconsistent motion of adjacent structures13. Therefore we created a motion model104

that describes the motion vector at each voxel based on the diaphragm/superior-inferior (SI)105

and chest/anterior-posterior (AP) signals, allowing full DVFs to be calculated based on a106

surrogate respiratory signal of arbitrary length and shape.107

First deformation vector fields were generated using XCAT. To correct errors where108

structures in the phantom move through each other, the XCAT DVFs were post-processed109

using the framework described by Eiben et al13. A linear motion model was then fitted to110

these DVFs using voxel-wise least-squares fitting using the original SI and AP signal values111

of the XCAT simulation.112

Application of these two methods resulted in a motion model with three components in113

the form of vector fields. The first and second components describe the variation of the final114

DVF depending on the SI and AP signals respectively, whereas the third component is a115

constant offset vector field. As a result, the predominant vector orientations found in the first116

two components are in the SI and AP direction respectively. To model realistic breathing117

patterns with the framework a surrogate motion signal giving SI and AP amplitudes is118

required. This can be acquired from a volunteer by tracking a specific point on the diaphragm119

(for SI) and the skin surface (for AP) in a 2D cine sequence. These signals together with the120

components of the motion model can then be used to generate a time series of deformation121

fields X using for every timepoint t of the series:122

−→
X (−→r , t) =

−→
C AP (−→r )sAP (t) +

−→
C SI(−→r )sSI(t) +

−→
C O(−→r ) (1)123

where sAP/SI is the surrogate signal and CAP/SI/O the vector fields. The components of the124

motion model can be used with different surrogate signals and only need to be regenerated125

when the anatomy of the phantom is changed.126
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4D Phantom for MRI Sequence Development page 4

II.C. JEMRIS127

The MR acquisition is simulated using our modified version of JEMRIS. The open-source128

MR simulator applies numerical solutions of Bloch equations to a system of spins. JEMRIS129

has the advantage of being extensible, allowing users to add features not present natively6.130

Within the software the magnetic field is modelled as a function of time and position:131

−→
B (−→r , t) = [

−→
G (t)·−→r (t)+BNLG(−→r , t)+∆B0(−→r , t)]−→e z+

[
n= 1]N

∑
(Bn

1x(
−→r , t)−→e x+Bn

1y(
−→r , t)−→e y)

(2)132

To achieve motion, the position of a spin needs to be calculated as a function of time.133

The existing JEMRIS motion function moves the entire system of spins as one unit to achieve134

rigid motion. In the case of deformable motion different structures are moving in different135

directions simultaneously, therefore we have added a new trajectory function to JEMRIS,136

which calculates the position of each spin independently. To achieve this the simulator loads137

the motion model along with a surrogate signal at the start of each simulation, and then,138

for each time point of the time series calculates an updated spin position r’ according to139

r’(t)=r+x(r,t), i.e. substituting the original spin position r with the one defined by the140

model displacement, x. These modified positions are used by the simulator to determine the141

magnetic field experienced by the spins due to gradients and calculate the signal received by142

coils. The motion model is spatially up-sampled using trilinear interpolation when defined143

at lower intrinsic resolution than the sample.144

II.D. Simulations145

In order to demonstrate that the framework behaves as expected, acquisitions with two dif-146

ferent sequences were simulated. To reduce the computation time of these initial simulations,147

a 2D sagittal slice through the lung was extracted from the XCAT phantoms instead of using148

the entire 3D volume. Nearest neighbour interpolation was used to increase the number of149

spins to run the simulations with various spin densities as required. If not enough spins are150

used for a simulation phase cancellation artefacts can arise14.In our simulations we assumed151

uniform coil sensitivity, however JEMRIS does also have functionality for specifying custom152

coils.153

The first sequence tested was a single-shot EPI with partial Fourier acquisition (65%154
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4D Phantom for MRI Sequence Development page 5

asymmetric coverage). Partial Fourier was used to reduce the acquisition time and achieve155

a high framerate suitable for simulating a cine acquisition. For this simulation a surrogate156

breathing trace from a healthy volunteer was used (Figure 3C) with a phantom consisting157

of 540 x 540 spins 0.5 mm apart (31.6 spins per voxel). The parameters of the sequence158

were: TR = 100 ms, TE = 50 ms, FOV = 27 x 27 cm2, flip angle 35°, voxel size 2.8 x 2.8159

mm and phase encoding was applied in the AP direction. The simulation consisted of 180160

cine frames, equivalent to 18 seconds of acquisition. For comparison, the same deformation161

fields were calculated outside the simulation framework and applied to an XCAT attenuation162

phantom using NiftyReg deformable image registration modules15.163

In the second simulation we wanted to create conditions where artefacts would arise. A164

spin echo sequence was used for all four simulations, with TR set to 2100 ms, simulating an165

interleaved multislice acquisition. Discrete ghost artefacts occur in the presence of periodic166

motion and the number of ghosts and their distance from each other depends on the duration167

of the motion period (T) relative to repetition time (TR). To demonstrate these effects, 4168

different simulations with 4 different surrogate breathing traces were used. The first trace169

was based on a mathematical model of diaphragm motion16 with T = 4.2 s. (figure 3A).170

For the second simulation we shifted the first trace by one second (figure 3B). For the third171

simulation we used a trace recorded from a healthy volunteer and chose a single respiratory172

cycle with T = 3 s that was repeated for the duration of the acquisition for consistent173

amplitude and respiratory cycle length (figure 3C). The fourth simulation was carried out174

with an unmodified trace acquired from a healthy volunteer that had varying amplitude and175

respiratory cycle length (figure 3D). The other parameters of the sequence were: TE = 5176

ms, FOV = 26 x 32 cm2, voxel size 2.7 x 2.7 mm and phase encoding was in AP direction.177

For this simulation a phantom of 520 x 640 spins was used with the spins spaced 0.5 mm178

apart (28.9 spins per voxel).179

III. Results180

III.A. Single-Shot EPI (Cine) Simulations181

Figure 2 shows a number of still frames from the cine simulation. Movement of the chest wall182

along the anterior-posterior axis and movement of the abdominal organs along the superior-183
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4D Phantom for MRI Sequence Development page 6

inferior axis is visible and shows good agreement with the corresponding frames from the184

original deformations applied to the source image. The full simulated cine is included as a185

supplementary video. In the video it can be seen that each of the respiratory cycles differs186

slightly from the previous one, corresponding to the surrogate signal used. The partial187

Fourier acquisition introduced a reflection of the chest wall due to differences of T2* decay188

over the sampled and synthesised k-space.189

III.B. TSE Simulations190

The simulations of the TSE sequence aimed to create conditions where motion artefacts are191

known to be present. Figure 3A shows no ghosts, as the sequence repetition occurs at the192

same respiratory phase each time. A single discrete ghost, shifted by half of the image in193

the phase encode direction (AP), is present in Figure 3B, as the sequence repetition time is194

exactly half of the motion period. In this simulation all instances of the sequence repetition195

aligned with either the end exhale or end inhale phase, creating two superimposed images196

of the diaphragm at different positions. Figure 3C shows multiple ghosts. In this simulation197

the motion was periodic, but repetition time of the sequence was longer than half of the198

motion period (2100ms and 1500ms respectively), causing the ghosts to be more closely199

spaced. Figure 3D shows diffuse noise in the phase-encoding (AP) direction and no discrete200

ghosts. This is expected, because the respiratory motion in this simulation was not periodic.201

Therefore these results align well with the behaviour previously described in the literature17.202

III.C. Computation Time203

To assess the average run time on our test machine (running at 2.2GHz with a single core),204

we repeated each simulation 5 times and calculated the average. The 2D TSE sequence re-205

quired around 12 hours of computation time with 197,361 spins. However, JEMRIS supports206

parallel computation using MPI so by utilising 20 cores with 40 threads for processing the207

actual wall time for simulation was around 18 minutes. Compared to simulations with no208

motion and rigid motion, respiratory motion increases simulation time by 3.8% and 0.1%209

respectively. The 2D cine sequence with 203206 spins required 246 hours computation time210

(6.3 h wall time). For this sequence, respiratory motion increases simulation time by 2.4%211

compared to no motion and decreases simulation time by 1% compared to rigid motion.212
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IV. Discussion213

IV.A. Existing MRI Simulators214

We developed a digital phantom framework, which is anatomically accurate, incorporates215

realistic breathing patterns and can simulate deformable motion. Recently two other XCAT-216

based MR simulation frameworks have been presented in literature: MRXCAT18 and CoM-217

BAT11, both based on analytical models. The benefit of these models is that the simulations218

are not computationally demanding, although not all MR phenomena can be described an-219

alytically. When developing a new MR sequence, one of the main considerations is whether220

any artefacts are produced. As MR images are acquired in the frequency domain, the source221

of an artefact may not be immediately obvious. Bloch simulation has the advantage of being222

able to disable certain phenomena to understand their impact on the image.223

In analytical models, MR signal intensities are assigned to the entire XCAT map at once,224

and then the simulated k-space is sampled according to the sequence trajectory. Therefore225

these frameworks assume acquisition of the entire k-space is instantaneous while in reality226

k-space is sampled point by point. Movement during sampling leads to inconsistencies in227

spatial encoding, creating artefacts such as ones seen in the TSE simulations in this paper.228

T2* effects are not accounted for in the two analytical models. While simulations presented229

in this paper have estimated T2* to be equal to T2, the effect is still visible in the cine230

simulation as a chest wall reflection. For a more accurate presentation of the T2* effects,231

the missing values must be measured with in vivo experiments.232

IV.B. Motion Model233

Using the motion model gives the framework additional flexibility, as the breathing pattern234

can be changed by using a different surrogate signal, allowing the user to match the conditions235

of the simulation more closely to those of the clinical scenario. For example it is possible236

to simulate various levels of breath-hold or respiratory pattern drift during radiotherapy.237

In the previous version of this framework the full deformation fields for each time point238

were calculated prior to simulation and contained in a single file, meaning that for longer239

simulations large amounts of data had to be stored in memory. The current version is much240

more efficient in that regard as only three vector fields are required for any simulation. For241
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4D Phantom for MRI Sequence Development page 8

comparison the new motion model file with 16 minutes of data is 1521KB, while the old242

model with the same amount of data would have been 450MB. It should be noted that both243

of these files only contain a single 2D slice extracted from the full 3D motion model. For 3D244

simulations the file size would increase considerably. The new motion model is also more245

efficient in terms of computation time. With the previous motion model the DVF had to246

be interpolated for every spin at every time point. As CAP/SI/O in Equation 1 do not vary247

with time, the new motion model allows for the interpolation step to be completed once for248

every spin. Calculation of the spin position at any time is then just a matter of a linear249

combination of these 3 vectors and extremely efficient. This is demonstrated by a reduction250

of computation time compared to rigid motion in the cine experiment.251

When choosing a breathing trace for simulations it is important to consider how the252

respiratory phases in the surrogate signal correspond to sequence sampling times. Figure 3253

shows two simulations with the same breathing trace (A and B), shifted by one second. In254

the first simulation the phantom is in the same respiratory phase at each sampling point and255

no artefacts are formed. However in the second simulation the sampling alternates between256

end exhalation and end inhalation, creating a discrete ghost. Therefore the timing of the257

surrogate signal can affect the outcome of the simulation. Synthetic signals are useful for258

understanding how certain aspects of respiratory motion affect a sequence, as all variables259

can be accurately controlled. In reality both of these simulations are too perfect and more260

realistic results can be achieved with a real recorded surrogate signal. If no recorded signal261

is available, the synthetic signals could be modified to have variation in both amplitude and262

period to achieve a more realistic result. These variations have been quantified by Rit et263

al19.264

IV.C. Remaining Limitations265

One major source of artefacts is object-induced distortions in B0, which is not included in266

our framework. Calculations in JEMRIS include the B0 term (see Equation 2), however267

the software does not calculate this term dynamically. Therefore to include these effects in268

simulations additional modification of JEMRIS will be required. One current limitation of269

the motion model is that it cannot represent sliding motion which can lead to inaccuracies270

at sliding boundaries such as between the lungs and chest wall. The effects of this are271
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4D Phantom for MRI Sequence Development page 9

visible in Figure 2. There is on-going work to extend the motion models so that they can272

model sliding motion more accurately, and in the future this will be incorporated into our273

simulations. Additionally the current motion model does not include cardiac motion and274

further work would be required to implement this.275

All computation for this study was done using a 2D plane of spins to reduce the com-276

putational burden, but this means that some behaviours are not accurately simulated, for277

example we lack through-plane motion or slice selective excitation. Here we deliberately278

selected an imaging slice where the motion is almost entirely within the plane, avoiding279

the need to simulate these effects. The framework does support working with 3D samples280

providing these features, however that will significantly increase the number of spins in the281

simulation.The framework does support 3D samples and motion, as well as arbitrary gradi-282

ent and RF waveforms, but these all come at a cost in simulation time. From our tests using283

slice selective pulses in the TSE sequence increased the simulation time per spin by a factor284

of 2, while also requiring many more spins to accurately describe the system. However,285

as demonstrated by Stöcker et al. in the original JEMRIS paper6, simulations parallelise286

extremely well, so calculation time can be arbitrarily reduced by increasing the number of287

available cores.288

IV.D. Applications289

We will use this framework to develop sequences for MR-guided lung radiotherapy, to achieve290

shorter acquisition times while maintaining acceptable image quality and spatial accuracy.291

The application of MR imaging to image guided radiotherapy has different requirements than292

in radiology. With our simulator, we can generate images at different reduced acquisition293

times and quantify if these are still suitable for purpose. To enable other groups developing294

novel MR imaging sequences to make use of this method our modifications to JEMRIS have295

been incorporated into the main source code. Please refer to the appendix for links to296

repositories containing the phantom files and instructions for use. In the example images we297

focused on the thoracic region and respiratory motion, however the framework has capability298

of generating phantoms of any part of the body. Similarly to lung cancer, tumours in299

abdominal organs are difficult to treat with radiotherapy due to the presence of respiratory300

motion and we foresee wide applications to optimise sequences for this region.301
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4D Phantom for MRI Sequence Development page 10

V. Conclusion302

We present a deformable 4D digital phantom framework for MR sequence development.303

The framework incorporates anatomical structure, realistic breathing patterns, deformable304

motion and Bloch simulation to achieve accurate simulation of MRI. The performance of the305

framework is demonstrated through generating a lung model with respiratory motion and306

imaging multiple respiratory cycles with a cine sequence and demonstrating the expected307

motion ghosts from a T2 weighted spin echo acquisition.308
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Appendix316

Cine Simulation317

The supplemental video shows the full cine simulation.318

Phantom Files319

All phantom files and instructions for use are available at320

https://github.com/hmhanson/4DPhantomMRI.321
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Motion Model Files322

All motion model component files are available at323

https://github.com/UCL/motionModelFromXCATDVFs.324

Data Availability Statement325

The data that support the findings of this326

study are openly available in Github at https://github.com/hmhanson/4DPhantomMRI and327

https://github.com/UCL/motionModelFromXCATDVFs.328
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Figure 1: Tissue MR properties and anatomical variables are passed into XCAT, which385

is used to generate proton density (PD), T1 and T2 maps of the tissues. These maps are386

packaged into a sample file, which is passed into our modified version of JEMRIS alongside387

the imaging sequence and our motion model. JEMRIS output gives the k-space signal, which388

can be used to reconstruct the MR image.389

Figure 2: Frames from the cine acquisition compared to corresponding deformations390

applied to source image. Arrows indicate areas with inaccuracies in the presentation of391

sliding motion.392

Figure 3: TSE simulations with corresponding surrogate traces. Red points indicate393

sequence repetition times. (A) Simulation with a trace based on a mathematical model394

of diaphragm motion. (B) Simulation with the trace from A shifted by one second. (C)395

Simulation with single repeating respiratory cycle from a healthy volunteer. (D) Simulation396

with a trace recorded from a healthy volunteer.397
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